Dear Howard,

Thank you much for your last letters + its enclosed flowers. I expect we are better off we have them even you at Alderley so there are lot of "Pini de Bjims" (a whatever they are called ) out yet. 

Yrs. truly

Nov. 3. 81
In the morning, three of us from Oxford set out together to take a pair of our storming in turns through as the other two like doing this very well and I don’t care for it. I am usually sorry all the way. It must be doing one good as it is such splendid exercise as such an entire change also. This morning I was not to breakfast (a terrible heavy one which prevented any walking all the morning). There were three others there and as there were mixtures of “Shelly Washburne” “Swinburne adores” and atheists of a strange sort I was hardly in any element more particularly as the conversation turned on such subjects as the jail of Oxford. Messrs. shop in fact this was almost the only topic. Whatever made the man ask me to meet the other two I cannot imagine. Don’t take this as a sample of my friends up here for there are 12 no means like this. The two
am niece with are very good fellows. In fact there are
now about a dozen men in
Exeter who I should really care
to have as friends. That is plenty,
for you have no idea what a time
they take up. One or two of them
are slightly aesthetical with peacock
feathers, blue chinia etc. but of course
some of those expressions of which
we have heard so much. Indeed
a real aesthete has a very rough
time of it if he were being perfect.
sure y a dueling some time
or another. Then are a few
about with flowing locks, green
velvet coat, brown hats but
nothing more.
I have given up all hope of doing
much real work this first term
through the day is always quite
filled up with various duties.
I course I see Leonard every
day usually go in with
him whilst he has his dinner
talks and makes me very
miserable with stories about
particulars.

3-11-87
Plato. Chiron & Alcibiades a
something else (and logic) - logic.
I think it's worth including all right.
I'm although some this itself.
I was not writing this case.
It was not thinking it.

I have had it's a little harder making this
I don't think it's

I'll do it much later and I have

That we really had much to tell

Wear, I want to get

a little general reading - also English
I was this arrangement.

From 5:30 to 6. This morning
I was quite close to the window.
I was quite close in place of a while

I usually come in person to much

Such is soon after 6: morn.

As to any work. I have not put

I am reading hardly much.

Recently.

Christie - 13 kings.

Tiberius.

About the latest. - stuff

Wall.

(All written - now)

I didn't begin (yet).

I was not
in Rienzi & a scientific book on "Annual life" for amusement — so as to keep up my biology.
6 hrs. per diem is very good at Eyelit. I have dined a "smug" anything beyond that is considered the mark of a madman — something which cannot possibly be endured for long without shattering the system.
Surely, Lewis, Exam. will be out some: we shall be very disappointed if he fail but — I should think that scarcely possible. Smith keeps well please remember one